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BlueJeans Meetings with Dolby Voice

The secure video conferencing platform that makes you more productive

BlueJeans Meetings delivers an unparalleled online meeting and video conferencing experience
with crystal clear audio powered by Dolby Voice®. With your everyday collaboration and
calendaring tools integrated with BlueJeans, remote workers can easily communicate as
if they were meeting in person.

e

Easily host, join and connect from anywhere,
using any device

An online meeting that feels as natural
as meeting face-to-face

Start your BlueJeans Meetings with one-touch from any
of your favorite devices — iOS, Android, Mac, Windows.
Whether you are in the office or on the go, you can instantly
host or join meetings seamlessly — through our fast and
intuitive desktop or mobile app, or download-free through
your web browser.

Experience interactive HD-quality video meetings that
make you feel like you’re meeting in person, even if
you’re connecting from thousands of miles away.
BlueJeans Meetings helps you build meaningful
connections through engaging your participants with
features like spotlight, local time display and video tile
interactions.

Boost team collaboration and productivity with
embedded tools and workflow integrations
Engage participants in an inclusive online meeting
experience with content sharing, participant
reactions, whiteboarding and chat. Record video
meetings and share them for the convenience
of on-demand viewers. Integrate BlueJeans
Meetings with workflow applications
you’re already using, including
integrations with Google, Microsoft,
Slack and Facebook to ensure
effective collaboration.

KEY FEATURES
One-click scheduling
With one-click, add a meeting to any Google or Microsoft Outlook
calendar invite with no pin codes, conference IDs, or passwords.

Dolby Voice & HD Video
Award-winning multimedia experience ensures unmatched
audio and visual clarity to block out distractions.

Meet on any device
Host or join meetings on-the-go wherever you are on
whatever device works best. There’s no travel time or costs so
you can be more efficient and keep your projects on budget.

Smart Meetings
Capture the best parts from your meetings as highlights,
assign tasks and share with your team.

User-friendly integrations
Improve workflow by bringing online meetings to Microsoft
Teams, Slack, Workplace by Facebook, and more.

Breakout Sessions
Split your meeting into smaller focused groups for interactive
discussions. Allow meeting participants the opportunity to
join a session of their choice.

Download-free meetings
Join via any browser, allowing easy meeting participation by
customers, partners, and other external parties.

Content Sharing
Facilitate interactive meetings by sharing your entire screen,
specific applications or videos.

Command center analytics
Visualize real-time and historical in-meeting activity data and
provide helpdesk personnel, IT staff, and senior leadership
the service intelligence they need to measure ROI, identify
and solve problems, and make informed decisions.

Enhanced Gallery View
Display up to 25 meeting attendees on the screen at once for
a more collaborative experience.

256-AES Bit Encryption
All video, audio, and content in transit is encrypted by the
BlueJeans app and browser using AES-256 GCM encryption.
Consistent and unified experience
Users enjoy a simple interactive experience that is seamless
across browsers, mobile devices, operating systems and
conference room systems.
Meeting assist
Take advantage of expert assistance from a BlueJeans
certified support representative. Ensure your important
video conferencing meetings happen without a hitch.
Cloud recording and streaming
Record your BlueJeans Meetings and easily share recorded
video calls that can be replayed at viewer’s convenience.
Waiting Room
Moderators can control who can join their meetings, or not
and when. Keep your meetings secure and avoid unexpected
guests by enabling waiting room feature.
Collab Board
Bring your team’s ideas, thoughts, and content together with
simultaneous co-creation for up to 25 users on BlueJeans Collab
Board. Pick up right where you left off, whenever, wherever.

Virtual Backgrounds
Refresh your meeting space with custom virtual backgrounds
or simply blur your surroundings.
Automated Closed Captioning
Ensure the ability to actively participate in meetings with
automatic, real-time closed captioning that’s as easy as
flipping a switch.
Simultaneous Interpretation
Deliver simultaneous and/or relay interpretation for
attendees in up to 5 concurrent channels. Interpreters have
the flexibility to set their incoming and outgoing languages,
along with volume and audio mix.

HOW TO BUY
BlueJeans Meetings is sold as a monthly and annual software
license. Visit our store to purchase or contact a BlueJeans
account representative to learn more.

SERVICE & SUPPORT
BlueJeans offers comprehensive technical, training, and
deployment services so you can deploy, grow and manage in
the way that works best for you. BlueJeans’ multiple tiers of
service are all designed to help you successfully and seamlessly
deliver great video meetings within your enterprise.
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